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Untitled Film (2004)
Internet connected computer programs output to projections, real time obituary listings, real
time birth announcements.
Birgit
I feel like there was a substantial shift in the way you've appropriated between a piece like
Untitled Film (2004) and the New York Windows (2008). I am trying to figure out how it's
different.
Siebren
The shift came when I started working primarily visually, with appropriated images.
Birgit
Yeah, because Untitled Film 1 (2004) doesn't know what it wants to be visually. Is that why you
have made multiple versions?
Siebren
Yes. One of the intentions was that the piece would be a series and that the formal presentation

of the credits could change, meaning the images behind the credits could change.
Birgit
So, the images are meaningless?
Siebren
No, they are not meaningless, they create meaning, but the piece is fluid and has a built-in way
of re-contextualizing the scrolling names of the recently born and the recently deceased.
Birgit
Untitled Film 3 (2007) shown at Bellwether Gallery was really pastoral.
Siebren
Yeah, it was a combination of that and a horror movie. And I liked that slippage.
I was thinking a lot about how horror movies functioned in the 1970's when they were
questioning the safety of the suburbs and suburbanization and then the hick small towns which
were always ultimately cannibals or mass murderers and where you were dislocated from society.
The images in Untitled Film 3 were just pulled from a data base resulting from a Google Search
for pastoral images, ones that seemed like nature untouched or touched very little.

Birgit
So, in Untitled Film, the series, depending on what images you use behind the credits, you are
almost appropriating genres in a way.
Siebren
Yeah, if I actually undertook to make the series. I haven't done that yet.
Birgit
And then what happened after that piece, you moved to working more visually?
Siebren
I had been making a lot of pieces with Internet feeds, and I felt like Untitled Film marked a
certain end game for that activity. It zoomed out to this all-encampusing life or death
perspective. And so I stopped working with Internet feeds for a while.
After that I started making sculpture for a little while. I made Dazed and Confused (2005), a
Calder-like a mobile, with carefully balanced parts.

Dazed and Confused, 2005, Installation shot and Close up
Graphie, Duratrans on acrylic 10' radius, 8' tall
There were so many layers, it was the entire movie split up. And it had little stills from the film.
It didn't wind up working in the way I wanted it to. It was a way of trying to evoke flux in an
object. And to take a narrative like Dazed and Confused, which is such a linear, real-time
narrative, there are no flashes backward or forward. It represents about twelve linear hours of
time.
Birgit
So, it has an affinity with other art works from the late 1990's, which affected movies, so that we
can experience them in a different way.
Siebren
Yes, I think so, except, I was really trying to leave the screen of the cinema that I had been
working with and try to translate some of the non-linearity from the internet feed pieces into an
object. A mobile seemed like an interesting way to have physics represent some of the balances
that happen in programming. And around the exact same time, I made the concrete block,
which was the counter point.

New York Windows (2008)
Internet-connected computer program with touch screen
50 1/4 x 31 1/4 x 8 inches
Birgit
If you had to think about the New York Window's piece in terms of appropriation, it's not even
about meaning in the images at all anymore.
Siebren
Once I started pulling images in as content, I became more interested in the formal aspects.
Through the way that the images were collaged together with the gestures of the paint, I was
trying to express, to try to explore composition and chaos and aesthetic versus anti-aesthetic. I
am still not really sure if there is an aesthetic to that piece or if there isn't. It's been presented
that it carries a formal intelligence but I still feel like that is more a result of the viewer wanting it
to have that.

Birgit
It's more like what happens in my head when I sit at the computer over the period of a week, and I
am just looking at tons of images. New York Windows is what I imagine happening right at the
place where my eyeball takes up the images. And there is no formalness to that process and
there is no reason to it and there is no real meaning to it. It's completely occular.
Siebren
Yeah, just behind your eye, before it sinks in. As you are navigating around, some images sink in
and some don't. It becomes more about how you process images in mass, and what it is that
makes you let them penetrate deeper or not.
Birgit
The manner in which that piece appropriates is really more about what happens to the viewer,
because you as the artist are not actually doing that much, versus in the earlier pieces, the
appropriation was really intentional with you saying "here I am taking this and it's going to mean
x".
With this piece it feels like you are saying: "Ok, I'm taking fifty thousand images and you deal
with it".
Siebren
Yeah. Yeah. It's a much more abstract way to provoke, right? It's less pointed and less
intended.
Birgit
I feel like New York Windows is saying a lot about where you are at, but it's almost not saying
anything about what it is as art. Maybe it's just that it seems so contemporary that I can't see
what it's saying. It's appropriating reality and I can't distinguish it from reality in a way. I don't
know how it's different from everybody's real experience at the computer. You are still definitely
appropriating, but it feels more documentary than anything else.
Siebren
I think you're right, that's how I have been feeling. In many ways it's a direct expression of what
surfing around the web feels like to me, looking for points of interest and wading through junk
and wading through what I think is junk. We make all these visual assumptions and value
judgements very quickly. I can scroll through a huge mountain of images, looking for
something, even not knowing what I am looking for, but looking for something of interest. And
so, it's a reflection of what I find that becomes interesting.
Birgit
The significant alteration you made is one of scale. With New York Windows, I am no longer
sitting at a small monitor with a mouse, but now it's a full frontal experience. And that changes
things.
Siebren
Yes, and it's knocked out of the easy way to interpret, because they are not really in a grid (like in

a Google Image search window), they're just laid out on top of each other and there those weird
painted gestures. I think those are the desire to touch. It's about the desire for that place to be
real.
Birgit
The place...the screen?
Siebren
Yeah. The voyage, the space of the time travel of the internet, for that to be more tangible. The
touch of developing technologies that allow us to get closer like the iPhone where interacting
with the internet is hand-based. It's interesting how much I want to get closer and closer to
these places.
Birgit
You mean physically. It's like we're trying to touch something that's intangible.
Siebren
I think so. But at the same time, it's difficult to touch and be touched when there is this mass.
Birgit
Right, aren't you more touched by something that stands out? Which somehow you've
determined to be special?
Siebren
I think often times, yes. Something that is selected and presented as special, and you receive it as
special.
It's an interactive piece. It invites people to move around. And now we're in the last element of
the piece, which is that by navigating it around, you frame a selection on the screen. Whatever
you frame, remains untouched by the program. So everything else continues to change, but
whatever you frame stays still. You are the filter, the collector, the most recent participant,
you’ve claimed something. And you may do it arbitrarily and you may not. But there is an
opportunity there for picking things out and sharing them. I like the potential for the piece to be
in a space where eventually, it may or might or might not be shared.
Birgit
Can I as the participant say "this is the frame I want to freeze so I can show it to another
person"?
Siebren
Whatever you leave on the screen won't change. You'll never see images go by or slap down in
front of that selection. That activity only happens outside of the frame you selected. So, you can
move it over, and then it's subject to change. It might not change for a few hours because it's
really large, but eventually it is subject to change. And you can't have two places at once either.
You can't have a selection and then remember a part on the other side of the screen you liked,
because the chances of that still being there are very slim. So, there are subtleties built into the

piece that are easy to miss. But I think they are really important
Birgit
Yes, they are, because they totally change the piece, because then it's more than my visual
experience of a screen, but instead I, as the viewer am appropriating images and communicating
with their selection.
if no-one explains it to you, and you play with it for a while, you will realize these aspects of the
piece.
Siebren
Yes, you might have to live with it for a little while, but you can figure it out.
Birgit
So then it becomes more like a votive painting , like religious icons people had on their desks and
they look at it everyday. You slowly get to know it, versus earlier pieces like Untitled Film where
the idea is the primary aspect. If I live with it, I can enjoy it everyday, but my understanding of it
won't change as much. With New York Windows, it's built into the piece that my relationship
to it changes over time.
Siebren
Yeah. It's more about the relationships. It's interactive. On one level the piece asks you to
think of all these images as a big garbage heap but it also asks you to think of it as a
Rauschenberg type collage through it’s visual language.
Birgit
Something that's aesthetizised even though it may look like trash.
Siebren
And whether or not that thing that looks sloppy, messy, reactionary, even random and chaotic.
And it's kind of both. It's coded to do that, but not exactly that. To do like that. To do that but
with a great degree of tolerance.
Birgit
What's interesting to me is that it's so private. It's as if you took a busy street corner and
somehow gave it to me. Not as an image of that corner, but as if you took the actual corner, put
it in my living room and said: "here, it's yours".
Siebren
While it remains everyone else's.
Siebren
It' s an amplified version to some degree. I threw a lot into that piece.
When I made it, I dumped a lot of ideas into it, and just indulged every impulse I was having. it
was a very large block of work time that didn't know exactly where it was going at all. A large
block of programming that changed quite a bit over the course of it's making.

Birgit
Which wasn't really something you did early on.
Siebren
That's how they worked, yes. They were more like meta-commentary, and I needed to write the
code, but the code could have been written by anyone.
Right now, I feel that it's both wonderful and frustrating. Programming has become my
medium that I am working and thinking in. That is something I have been provoking for a
while but now it's really starting to happen. I feel like I have broken down pre-cognition and not
pre-impose what I was setting out to make, except for a vague idea.

